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GUIDELINES FOR A THERMOCHEMICAL KINETICS COMPUTER PROGRAM

Joan L. Janne~and Raynmnd N. Rogers

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

1. INTRODUCTION

Unen an energetic chemical such as an explosive decomposes
rapidly, heat is evolved. The rate of decomposition can be meas-
ured, and thermochemical kinetics values can be calculated. If
the chemical decom osltion Is complex, a computer is necessary to

/analyze the dzta e flciently.
These guidelines for a user-interactive, research-oriented

computer program have been developed for use with isothermal dif-
ferential-scanning calorimetry data. Many different chemical rate
laws are available to the user, so that solid-state and melt-with-
decomposition processes, as well as liquid- and gas-phase reac-
tions, can be analyzed.

The program has been designed to tabul~tc data and calcula-
tions lists for easy comparison, and to produce plots from which
segments may be chosen for more detailed analysis.

Rate constants are calculated from linear regression treat-
ment of segments from the rate-law plots, as selected by the
user. Data and calculation listings are available in easy format
for making slides or viewgraphs of the various plots.

These guidelines have been prepared for the Los Alamos com-
puter system, and have been included as Appendix VI of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory Explosives Technology Progress Report,
Semiannual Report for FY 1983, October 1982 through March 1983.
Some alterations may be necessary before thsy are adapted to other
computer system.

11. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

# The program must be interactive. It should ask concise#



~e~tions and specify the Input it needs
should be clearly labeled, In a format that
erence later.

at each step. thtput
will enable quick ref-

This program has been designed to proceed in sequence. If
It is possible to progrm so that the user can move fran any point
to any other major point, met. of the optional programing can be
avoided,

Uhen the term “Printm Is used, output is to be shown automa-
tically on the screen. ‘Option’ fndicates that the program should
ask which of the listed choices the user wants at that point, ln-
cludin ski ping the option and proceeding to the next step. Uhen

!!possib e, t e question ~hould be phrased so that one response from
the user will include the choice and the paramters necessary for
the program to proceed. ‘Calculate” indicates that something
needs to be done by the computer before the next ‘Print” or “Op-
tion” Is used. “Plot” indicates a plot to be made and displayed
automatically on the scr~en, with a 2-in. space above and below it

for ease in Xeroxing.
A user response should be available that will automatically

back up one step; another response should automatically skip to
the next question. This Is not as necessary if the “go to” option
is available.

111. PROGRAM OUTLINE

Data Identification

1. Print: “MASS I.D.:“ User to furnish identification such as
the MASS tree, that will appear in printout.

2. Print: a) Data ID, from data set line 1
b) Time increment, frcm data set line 2
c) Number of points in data set and time of last

point. Program may cut data at 1000 points, to
save computer time and space. If this is done,
Print: “Data set cut to ;000 points,” or scne
such, to alert the user that the data set being
used is not complete.

d) Date
3. Optloli: Is microfiche desired? If so, include all data lists

needed for calculations~ and all plots shown on the screen.

Raw Data Values and Baseline Determination

4. Print: Value (mV) of the lowest point after the maxinium,and
its time (s).

5. Option: Plot data curve with complete data set and basellne

f
at he lowest po”nt after the maximum. Figure 1 shows an ex-
amp e.
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6. Option: a) If plot has been done In Step 5, keep It on the
screen and allow user to deterdne the baseline by
setting the cursor. Baseline value can be frti
one point, a straight-line average of data between
two points, or an extrapolation of sloping data
between two points (1inear regression treatmnt ).

b) If Step 5 not plotted, baseline is option:
1. Lowest point after maximm.
2. Given by user.
3. Average of data between two Poifits given by

user.
4. Extrapolation of sloping line with end points

given by user.
Print: Baseline value and its tinu!of first occurrence after

peak, or slope value and standard deviation.

Normalized Data

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Calculate: Normalized data set, from che fornula

~DSC siqnal (mV) - baseline value (mVj x DSC range -
+--sample wt (mg) x purity trac

new data point, normalized to 1 mg, Range 1.

The user wi11 input sample weight, DSC range, and purfty
fraction.
The data file should be saved for later access.

Print: Normalized data values for ymax (rh’) and time to
ym ~(s)*
Option: Plot normalized data curve. User chooses other
fi~;tor ymin values and their times with cursor.. values as chosen. Repeat the option until user gives
“Proc;ed” response.
Create: Mapper format data file of normalized data (mV) and
times (s), available to user at end of program.
Option: Normalized data list. If a list is wanted, choose
the format from the following:
a) Print: full list.
b) Print: short list, approximately 20-40 computer lines.
c
1

Print: medium list, approximately 60-100 computer lines.
d Print: full 1ist between user-given tl and t2.

Note: Curve resolution programing is not requested, but
may be needed later. If possible, write the program so that
it may be ~dded here.



Calculation of Area Under Rate Curve

12. : F 11 data curve, showing negative as well as positive
!~?~. &er to choose the time lwnits for area calculation
with cursor.

13. Calculate: Area between times set by cursor, with Simpson’s
Rule or equivalent. Data may be all positfve, all negative,
or a sumnatfon oi both.

14. Print: Total area under the curve as calculated in Step
13. ‘The total area between — s and - s iS —
mVs.M

Heat of Reactfon

15. Calculate and Print: Heat of reaction, Q, In ca”l/g accord-
ing to the formula (valid for LANL DSC only)

Q -0.10627 x area under curve (mVs).

dO/dt Calculation and Rate Plots

16. Calculate: a and daldt values with the fornula

dam hefqht above baselin~at t
dt total area as calculated in Step 1;

Explanation: (See Figure 2 for illustration.)

a- partial area, tl to t2.
A= total area, tl to tend.
At = time interval between consecutive measurements.
ha = area between consecutive measurements.

lim g=~. height above baseline at t (mV).
At’FO At dt

~- ~= fraction decomposed at t.
A

~ .$- heiaht above basellne at t.
dt A A

17. Create: Data file in Mapper format, time (s), dO/dt, to be
made available to user at end of program.

18. Option: Plot dm/dt vs time (s). lf done,
d) Option: With cursor, choose any point.

Print: dm/dt and time values at that point.
b) Repcdt a) until user signals to proceed.

#’



Order Plot and Evaluation

19.

20●

21●

22.

23.

24●

Calculate: s (retrieve from Step 16)9
(1 - a),
In (l-o),
da/dt (retrieve from Step 16),

and 111daldt.
Create: Data file In Mapper format of
In ( 1- ~), ln~ to be made available at end of program.

OptIon: Plot %erpld. in daldt vs In (1 - a), with
x-axis limits, O to -7

and y-axis limits to fit.
Save plot (Figure 3) on screen for options below.

Explanation of Steps 21-24 is shown in Figures 3-5.
0 tion (if21 done): Use cursor to choose new limits.
P!ot: New curve.
Option: Use cursor to chocse straight segment (Figure 4).
Print: a

bI
Calculate:

Print: c)

Calculate:

Print: d)

Print: e)

Time, e, in 1- for first point. Mark curve.
NTime, a, in l-a for second point. Hark curve.

Slope, with linear regression of all data be-
tween points, and correlation coefficient. This
is the order.
Order (value of slope) and correlation coeffi-
cient.
O-intercept (ln k from Figure ~), k, standard
deviation of slope, and standard deviation of k.
in k and k values, co~’relation coefficient,
standard deviation of slope, and standard davi-
ation of intercept.
drawn line of linear regression curve between
points only, on a repeat plot from Option 22.

Option: Repeat steps 21-2~ until user signals to proceed.

Autocatalytic Rate Law Plots and Evaluations

25. Calculate: From the equation

~= kep(l -a)q ,
dt

sets of *v5 ap(l - a)q values,
dt

where (p,q) sets are given by the user, and may contafn
fractions or Integers. Several (p,q) sets may be given in
one response. For each set,

#
/



Plot: Amroprlate curves from full data sets. An example

26.

27.
28.

29.

;;.
●

32.

3L.

Is shown”ln Figure 6.
The y-axis IS always dddt, and should be scaled to fit the
data. The x-axis Is determined by the (p,q) values given.
Mhere p or q = O, unit Its term in the caption. Uhere p or

!
= 1, omit the superscript In the caption.
ptlon: User to specify (p,q) for a curve to be analyzed.
Create: Mapper-format data f1le.
Plot: Curve as specified in Step 27.
Option: Uith cursors, user selects two points to set x-axis
limits for a new plot.
Plot: New curve.
Option: With cursors, user selects two points to Identify a
stra’ightsegment.
Print: Line between points, calculated by linear regression.
Print: Values at end points for time, a, aP(l - a)q,
linear regression slope between points (k), correl. coeff.
of slope, in k, and da/dt. Where possible also calculate
and Drint the Y-intercept. but if it is not possible, do not
let the
Option:
Option:

a.
b.
c.

prog ~ abort in the attempt. - -
Repeat Steps 27-31 until user signals to proceed.
Print data list., If done, choose one:

Full list.
Short List (-20to 40 computer lines).
Segment between user-given tl and tz. The list
sh~uld include time (~), defl~ction (;V), fraction
reacted (a), fraction remaining (1 - a), in (1 - a),
da/dt, in dalat, and up to nine sets of
aP(l - a)q calculations, user to specify (p, q).

Print these in matched columns across the page, so that cor-
responding values can be compared.
Print* Listl g of what Mapper files have been created,
identified by~y, x), such as:

Local FilR Nam
Mapper

Identlficaticn
iii~time (s)

Local file names should be in a format MASS will accept, but
the identification ne~l not be.
Option: User to return to any major step In pr~gram, with
responses up to that point unchanged.

34. End
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GuidelInes are given for an Interactive computer program
that WI11 analyze thermochemical decomposition rate datn obtained
by isothermal differential-scanning calorimetry.

Data from any portion of the rate curve may be analyzed, and
either normal w autocatalytic rate laws may be used.

The computer calculates and displays normalized data 1ist-
ings, rate curves- order plots~ and autocatalytlc rate law plots.
lt calculates rate constants by Iinear regression treatment of
data from curve segments chosen by the user.

Man o t~ons are available, and many forms of the rate laws
{!may be se ec ed.

This program was designed primarily for research rather than
routine use.


